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Results Framework Levels
Yes
No
1. The project has a single Purpose.
2. The Purpose is clearly stated.
3. The Purpose is stated as a result.
4. The Purpose is not a restatement of the Outputs.
5. The Purpose specifies change(s) to occur as a result of producing Outputs.
6. Outputs listed are all necessary for achieving the Purpose.
7. Outputs are clearly stated.
8. Outputs are stated as results.
9. Inputs identify activities necessary to produce outputs.
10. The Input to Output linkage is realistic.
11. The Goal is clearly stated.
12. If-then relationship between Purpose and Goal is sufficiently direct that achievement 
      of Purpose will realistically contribute to the Goal.
13. The Output to Purpose linkage is plausible and realistic.
14. The vertical logic of the project (G-P-O-I), as a whole, represents a plausible and 
      realistic cause and effect sequence.
15. The Assumptions at each level identify the key external factors critical to achieving 
      success at the level these Assumptions have an impact.
16. The Assumptions at all levels clarify the major factors project implementers will need 
      to monitor and/or seek to influence.
17. The Purpose level (EOPS) indicators provide a meaningful summary of what the project 
      will achieve if successful.
18. Indicators at the Goal level are objectively verifiable (quantity, quality, time) and meet 
      the criteria of plausibility, independence and feasibility.
19. Indicators at the Purpose level are objectively verifiable (quantity, quality, time) and meet 
      the criteria of plausibility, independence and feasibility.
20. Indicators at the Output level are objectively verifiable (quantity, quality, time) and meet 
      the criteria of plausibility, independence and feasibility.
21. Input level indicators are appropriate for monitoring by the project implementation team.  
22. Indicators at the Output, Purpose and Goal levels identify where sustainability is a success criteria.
23. Indicators identify were data is to be disaggregated by gender, location, age, or other 
      dimensions of interest to the project team and sponsors.
24. Data Sources are clearly identified including project data collection activities, if any.
25. Inputs reflect project data collection requirements.
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